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Since 2004 Navixy has been designing future-proof solutions 

for mobile resource management helping businesses in 140 

countries accelerate digital transformation and enterprise 

mobility. By fusing modern technologies with new vision in 

telematics we turn complex operations into scalable and 

intuitive tools. 
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Field service
Automate field service operations. Increase mobile workforce productivity, 

reduce expenses and refine customer experience.

Automate job dispatch to the 

nearest team. Import tasks 

from CRMs. Build fastest 

routes across the 

assignments. 

Automate dispatching Synchronize data Control expenses

Turn smartphones into a to-do 

list. Implement mobile forms 

for instant review. Use in-app 

chat for real-time assistance 

without extra costs. 

 

Calculate working hours and 

payroll with various metrics. 

Visualize data via charts and 

graphs. Automate reporting 

to any recipients.

For mobile employees

Tasks

Send details directly to the employee's 

smartphone

Daily routes

Turn tasks into fastest routes, automate 

recurring jobs

Check-in

Prove and visualize customer visits with 

locations and pictures

Statuses

Enable teams to share their current 

activity

Digital forms

Build custom forms for any purpose 

with drag-n-drop

Route optimization

Save fuel and time on the road with the 

fastest routes

Online order tracking

Share courrier's location with 

customers in real time

Proof of delivery

Capture geo-tagged e-signatures 

and ratings

For back office



Fuel fleets with powerful innovative tools to cut management 

expenses, increase productivity, prevent fuel thefts and accidents.

Location awareness

24/7 tracking     Real-time alerts 

Route optimization     Trip playback 

Turn-by-turn navigation

Temperature     Humidity           

Axle load     Tire pressure          

CAN bus

Compliance

Tachograph     Driver journal     

Sutran     Vehicle inspection      

Data forwarding

Vehicle security

Anti-theft     Unauthoirized movement  

Engine block     Crash detection       

Tow detection     Panic button

Efficiency and сosts

Fuel monitoring     Engine hours          

Eco driving     Maintenance                  

MIL / DTC error codes

Driver management

Job dispatching     Driving score  

Online chat     Ignition interlock 

Driver ID

Fleet management

Extended capabilities



Asset monitoring
Accurate tracking, rich mapping and intuitive design. Monitor vehicles, people 

and valuable assets. Keep tabs on important events.

Alerts and notifications

  Stay updated on key events. Customize notifications. 

React on time with automatic alarms. 

Real-time telemetry

Connect and manage any IoT hardware

Seamlessly migrate thousands of assets. 

Explore automatic hardware activation and 

remote configuration. Get CAN data with 

plug-and-play simplicity.

Collect and visualize sensor data.  Analyze and improve utilization 

Location

Statuses

Battery life

OBD2 and CAN

Engine hours

Container doors

opening/ closing

Conditions

(temperature, humidity)

Odometer

Fall

detection

Route

deviation

Door

closing/opening

Geofence

entrance/exit

SOS

button

Temperature

change

Tow

detection

Jamming

detection



Browse through tasks

Share progress with the office

Enjoy paperless approach

Show your working status

Use SOS button for emergency

Chat with team members

Marketplace 

Explore and use a variety of add-ons, 

extensions and plug-ins to reinforce your 

business. Distribute your solutions 

worldwide.

API and  SDK 

Integrate Navixy with CRMs, ERPs or other 

external solutions through comprehensive 

REST API and SDK. Effortlessly build unique 

applications for specific business workflows.

Support 24/7

Our engineers and technical 

experts are ready to assist you 

every day. We'll be happy to share 

our expertise and technical 

knowledge.

Community

Get access to trainings, private 

tours, and innovative insights 

from our international team. 

Scale up with global IoT 

community.

Mobile applications

Customization

Track assets and mobile workforce from smartphone or tablet. 

Dispatch tasks, manage workflow and browse the vital data online.

Add your logo and preferred 

color scheme. Specify regional 

settings to adapt the platform 

to local markets. Extend your 

capabilities with 3rd party tools.

Сommunity
IoT

API/
SDK

Marketplace

Asset
monitoring

Marketing
Collateral

Fleet
Management

Field
Service

Expert 

Mobile
apps  

For field employee

X-GPS Tracker

assistance

Navixy ecosystem

For supervisor

X-GPS Monitor

Track teams and assets

Communicate with field

 Get instant notifications

Browse telemetry data

Assess field performance

Block engine remotely
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